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A B S T R A C T 
MLS-based identification of nonlinear systems is largely affected by deviations in the 
excitation signal amenable to the combined effect of DC-offset and an arbitrary gain. These 
induce orthogonality loss in the MLS filter bank output, thus invalidating the underlying 
identification construction. In this paper we present a correction algorithm to derive the 
corrected Volterra kernels from the biased estimations provided by the standard MLS-
based procedure. 
1. Introduction 
The use of Volterra kernels as a means of modeling non-linear systems arises whenever a general input-output relationship 
is needed. For this purpose, authors have introduced a nonlinear operator T(x) to which a Taylor series expansion can be 
applied [1,2]. Let this expansion be 
y(f) = T(u)u(t) = {Vo +Vi[u(t)] + ••• + VN[u(t)]}u(t) = V[u(t)]u(t) (1) 
where V„ denotes an nth order nonlinear operator. Term V0 represents the part of the output signal y(t) which is independent 
of input signal u(t). Vi is the linear part, V2 the quadratic part and so on. 
In Volterra's approach [3], the set of operators {Vr(x)} completely characterizes a nonlinear system with memory. From 
the Volterra representation, the output of a nonlinear system of order N can be approximated by a finite summation, 
involving discrete-variable Volterra kernels with finite memory, M— provided that Volterra's integrals converge. Unfortu-
nately, this does not imply that the problem is numerically tractable, but merely that it is consistently formulated. Even so, if 
we assume that the Volterra series exists for a causal system with memory of length M, a series of discrete Volterra kernels 
of orders 0-N can be defined, and the sampled output signal y[n] be written as 
(V M - l M - l 
y[n] = h0+ J2J2-J2 hr[ki,-,krMn-fci]-u[n-fc r] (2) 
r = 1 k, = 0 k, = 0 
This linear, multidimensional formulation may also be written in matrix form. To do so, the first term h0 is eliminated from Eq. (2), 
since it is an input independent term that can be added directly to the output. A row vector u„ = [u(n), u (n - l ) , . . . ,u(n-M+l)] is 
then built from the set of excitations used, while kernels hr[k],..., fcr] are also cast into a single vector by means of an ordering system 
that is explained later on. In this manner, the generalized discrete convolution can be expressed as a Kronecker product of these two 
vectors. Using u„ ® u„ ® ••• 
written in compact form as 
u„ = u„ 8 for the sequential application of r-Kronecker products on the same vector, Eq. (2) can be 
y[n}= ] r < ] « h r (3) 
Similarly, the system output may also be expressed in terms of Wiener's model and the corresponding Wiener 
coefficients. We explore this representation in Section 2 for an appropriate excitation and an specific construction of 
Wiener's model based on Maximum Length Sequences (MLS). One may derive a convenient formulation from these, to 
exploit noticeable redundancies during the identification process, as we describe in Section 2.1. The identification process 
based on MLS sequences is formulated in Section 2.2 in matrix form. MLS-based identification is widely used in audio [4,5], 
as well as in general purpose systems identification [6], 
Little has been done to analyze how DC level of the excitation affects the identification process. Direct current is present 
whenever polarization of the nonlinear system is required, altering its behavior. Most frequently this is used to select a 
convenient operation point for the system, for instance, to approach the most desirable linear behavior. From the 
perspective of identification, DC presence causes the orthogonality assumption to fail, which is required by MLS 
identification techniques as explained in Section 3. The result is a set of biased Volterra kernels' estimates. As an example, 
in [7] authors constrain their analysis to zero-mean excitations; forcing the operation point of the system. 
One may overcome this situation and derive the set of corrections needed in Section 4, from which the actual non-biased, 
non-parametric representations may be extracted. The correction algorithm on the Volterra kernels is proposed based on 
the matrix form of the identification problem. In Section 5 we assess the performance of the correction algorithm on a 
digital non-linear system. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the results of our experiment, while in Section 7 we present our 
conclusions. 
2. Non-parametric identification of non-linear systems 
A wide variety of physical phenomena match the definition of a nonlinear system. Such a variety implies that different 
methods must exist for description and identification, depending on the underlying physical processes. Broadly, these are 
classified into two categories: parametric and non-parametric. 
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Generally speaking, the main drawback of non-parametric techniques is the larger number of coefficients that must be 
computed to entirely specify the abstract kernels [8]; compared to the more limited number in a physically-informed model. 
Consequently, probe signals are often much longer and computational complexity is higher; while on the other hand, these 
are particularly suitable techniques for black-box approaches and systems' inversion [9], 
Early non-parametric methods for system identification were based on fixed block structures, and used random 
excitations. Attending to Wiener's model, a general formulation is driven from a single-input, multi-output linear filter bank, 
followed by a nonlinear network. Orthonormal basis was introduced at the linear filter bank, which along with the 
discussion in [1] allows resulting Wiener coefficients computation, from which the Volterra kernels can be derived via a 
basis change (see [10]). The structure depicted in Fig. 1 matches the Wiener model description: a filter bank based on 
Laguerre functions is followed by a nonlinear network in terms of Hermite polynomials. 
Since this approach requires very long input random signals, several authors have evaluated pseudorandom sequences 
instead. In [6] authors introduce the Kronecker product to write Eq. (2) in a compact matrix form, and a least-squares (LS) 
algorithm is then applied, yielding estimates on the values of the Volterra kernels. Combining Schetzen's method [1] with 
this matrix form, Reed and Hawksford [11 ] derived an identification method that employs linear combinations of MLS. Such 
signals had already been used in characterizing the distortion generated by nonlinearities inside a system [12], 
In Reed and Hawksford's approach, MLS are used to build a convenient orthogonal filter bank. The individual impulse 
responses of which are the time-reversed and time-shifted versions of the same MLS. The subsequent polynomial, nonlinear 
network considers every possible multiplicative, partial, permutation of the signals at the output of the filter bank to model 
all possible cross-effects between the filter bank output branches. The system is then excited itself with a set of MLS inputs 
that result from the combinations of these same MLS. This approach aims at minimizing the length of the probe signal. 
For the system in Fig. 1, output y[n] is the result of as many non-linear operators Zr as the maximum order N needed, 
applied on a set of M individual linear, MLS, impulse responses \fr[v])r = 0 M_ ^ to a MLS-like excitation u, and combined in the 
memoryless polynomial (product) network to implement all combinations of the filter bank individual outputs all variations of 
M elements from 1 to the maximum order N. Full details are provided in Section 2.1, while Eq. (4) provides a full mathematical 
formulation for the system output: 
(V (V M - l M - l
 r 
y[n] = J2 Zr[u[ri\} = ] T giu^ J2--J2 II ^ M <4> 
r=0 r = 1 ¡ i = 0 ¡r = 0 J = 1 
Inputs are the outputs from the filter bank, while based on parallel connection rules for nonlinear systems [10], we may 
compute individual outputs: 
t, M - l M - l , 
Pt,(z[n])= n %]["]= J2-J2 n / b [ s ] [ ^ M n - ^ ] where |i»|=r (5) 
1 = 1 vi = 0 j i r = 0 s = l 
Here Pt,(z[ri¡) is a polynomial built from the filter outputs z[n\ and ¡> denotes the sequence of z variables used to compute a 
particular output branch in the nonlinear, memoryless network. The cardinality of ¡>, the number of nonlinear combinations 
introduced, is |¡>|. 
The filter bank effect here expressed in terms of linear, discrete convolutions can be formulated as Toeplitz matrix 
products, u„Fr (see [13]). Considering now the set of polynomial functions generated by sequences ¡>, the output of the 
model can be written as follows, attending to (i) the time-shifted construction of the proposed filter bank and (ii) the 
Toeplitz structure of the discrete convolution matrix: 
N 
y[n]=J2unUiirUSr (6) 
r= 1 
Comparing Eqs. (3) and (6) we identify the tight relationship between coefficient vectors gr and the Volterra kernels, hr. 
This arises from the existence of an unambiguous transformation of a set of, easily computable, Wiener coefficients into a set 
of, physically-interpretable, symmetric Volterra kernels. 
The use of Kronecker products in formulas involving generalized convolutions provides compact expressions. But they are not 
parsimonious, since coefficients gr are highly redundant. The very nature of Kronecker products and commutativeness of scalar 
products create multiple symmetries that can be exploited to simplify the process of kernel identification. Those symmetries are 
closely related to the combinatorial nature of the polynomial network, and the partial permutations and combinations there implied. 
2.1. Reformulation of the problem: symmetry of Volterra kernels in matrix form 
In this section we reformulate the identification problem to take advantage of notorious redundancies that are present in 
Volterra's and Wiener's representations, due to the product network's input combinations [14], 
2.2.2. Indexation of the elements in kernel-based representations 
Let us define the set M = {0,..., M -1}, where M is the length in samples of the memory of the system to be identified. 
The number of outgoing branches in the filter bank is also M, as indicated in Fig. 1, so M may be used to index these. 
Considering the Volterra model for this system, the r-order kernel is a set of Mr coefficients, corresponding to the r-
permutations with repetition of the elements of set M, i.e. the individual filter bank outputs. This provides the maximum 
number of branches for the product network that matches the number of all possible interproducts. The kernel coefficients 
may then be indexed using the r-tuples e = (e[0],e[l]...,e[r—1]) belonging to M"', the r-order product set of M, i.e., 
Mr = A4x ... x M. We now focus on coefficients indexation and ordination. 
The index r-tuples can be univocally and naturally ordered by simply translating them into numbers written in an M-ary 
system. Consequently, the ordinal number for a r-tuple e is set to 
S(e)=J2e[HMr |eh where we know that S(e{) > S(e2) o e^ > e2 (7) 
In what follows we refer to this ordering criterium as O. One may then write the ordered set of all r-permutations with 
repetition of the elements in M as T>r(M)-=0(Mr). 
Next, we define T>(M) as the ordered sequence of all possible partial permutations with repetition, involving 1-N 
elements. For this purpose the concatenation operator -H- is used. T>(My-=[T>-¡(Mytt-T>2(M)--"H-T>N(M)]. Each sequence 
be T>(M) in this set has one and only one associated ordinal index within the set J—{\,2, ...,Y^= i Mr}. According to Eq. (7), 
this index is precisely the numerical value of the sequence in M-ary number system. We define 
{S»/==[T)(A^)]/|»j € T>(M) A j € J} (8) 
Set J can be split into N subsets containing sequences that have length r, and which may be associated to T>r(M). So J 
can also be defined by ordered concatenation as J~[J^-^-J2-^-----^-JN\ where \je Jr\b¡ e T>r(M) =4> |J»,-| =r} It is only natural 
to introduce now the set Kr—{\,2, ...,Mr) as the indices for sets T>r(M). An illustration on this double indexing structure is 
provided in Fig. 2 to the left. Both J and the individual Kr indexing structures may be used to reference any sequence in 
T>(M)—between square brackets. 
The proposed indexation systems for T>(M) provide alternative ways to accurately and orderly refer to the combinations 
of the filter bank outputs given by ¡>. Interestingly, Kronecker products combined with iterative summations as in Eq. (6) 
cause numerous redundant computations. This is intimately related with the well-known property that any nonlinear 
system amenable to the Volterra series representation is uniquely represented on the symmetric Volterra kernels. 
Substantial redundancy reduction may be introduced in the computation process, provided that redundancy terms are 
properly identified. To benefit from this phenomenon our index system is now adapted to exploit the redundancy. 
Let Ctr(M) be defined as the set of all combinations with repetition of size r (or r-multicombinations) of set M—instead 
of the partial permutations, T¡r(M), at which we looked before. This set may also be ordered by means of criterium O in 
Eq. (7), yielding Qr(A4):=0(Qr(A4)). 
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Fig. 2. Ordered sets of sequences belonging to T>(M) and Q(M) and their indices for M—3 and N=3. 
Concatenation of those sets allows one to define the set of multicombinations with sizes ranging from 1 to N: 
Q(A4):=[Q! (MH-&2 CM) • • -H-QJVCM)] (9) 
Similar to what was done before for T>(M), this set of sequences will be indexed by an adequate index set such as 
1~{\, 2,..., £ f = , (M + / - 1 )} , the elements of which serve as indices for the sequences IJ: 
{•^[QCM)]^ e &(M) A i e 1} (10) 
Note that the cardinality of/ is different from that of J. The latter indexation was oriented to partial permutations, while 
the current one relates to the combinations with repetition, the number of which is smaller. As in the preceding case, the 
index set 1 can be split into subsets attending to the length r, i.e., J:=[J1-H-J2-H-----H-2'N]. where 
[ielr\^eCir(M)^m=r} (11) 
Set Cr plays a similar role for sequences &r(M) as Kr does for T>r(M) indexation. This is evidenced in Fig. 2 where the two 
indexation structures proposed for Q(A4) are depicted to the right, and compared to those proposed for T>(M)—to the left. 
The indexation systems for sequences ¡> and IJ we have developed are used hereafter to handle sequence products in an 
orderly manner. This is easily amenable to the matrix notation used to formulate the nonlinear, discrete convolution. 
As an example for sequences ¡«—used for partial permutations—one may like to focus on Eq. (5). This sequence product 
involves a partial permutation of r variables Zi[n] selected by sequence ¡> that contains r elements—i.e. ¡> = r. From the 
Volterra series representation in Eq. (2), one may rewrite this as follows: 
y[n] = h0+ ¿ ( J2 M¡»Mn-b[l]]-u[n-b[r]]) (12) 
r= 1 \V6e TV / 
The resulting formation of the Volterra series convolution includes the summation of all r-order Volterra kernels up to order 
N. On the rth one, we have a sequence product of ¡«-shifted vectors, times the r-order Volterra kernel. 
2.2.2. Symmetrical Volterra kernels and non-linear convolution redundancy 
Sequences ¡> e T>(M) indexation can be used to condense the system output representation by rearranging Volterra 
kernels in matrix notation as one single vector. This is required for Eqs. (3) and (6), where the output of a nonlinear system is 
formulated in matrix form. 
Applying order criterion O, defined by Eq. (7), the Volterra kernels can be stacked on a single column vector as follows. 
First, we define vector hr, which is the r-order Volterra kernel, for which the £-th position is 
{[h^ = M&dli^ e XvCM) A ( e K r | (13) 
Then, every kernel hr must be stacked with the others so as to form the characteristic kernel vector: 
i T ^ l V j l ^ j - j h ^ ] , where thej-th element is [[h]j = hr[i>j]\i>je'X>(M)*jejr} (14) 
Sequences IJ e Q(A4) are useful when we try to eliminate redundancy in the matrix operations we are concerned about. 
Other authors have evaluated less-redundant, loosy representations as in [15]. Attending to these, Volterra's representation 
in Eq. (2), may be written either in terms of ¡> as in Eq. (12), or be indexed based on IJ: 
y[n] = h 0 + ¿ ( J2 l®(<OlM«íMn-q[l]]---u[n-q[r]]) (15) 
r= 1 \Vqefir / 
If the Volterra kernels are given in symmetrical form, the order in which shifted input coefficients appear is irrelevant-
product commutative property. Consequently, the summation of the products for the rth kernel including all r-permutations 
(indexed by ¡>) includes multiple repetitions of a reduced number of different products, which are given by the combinations 
with repetition indexed by IJ. While computing the summation, one may benefit from these redundancies, count the 
number of repeated products and compute only these. Hence, we may formally state that 
(V¡> e <5(nf) =» hr[*d = hrfofll»* 6 £>r(.M) A ^ e QrCM) A ( e í C r A Í e £ , l (16) 
where G>($() are all possible permutations of sequence i|r. 
If we collapse Volterra kernels and conveniently reformulate this representation, instead of having \T>r(M)\ coefficients 
only |Qr(A4)| appear to be needed to compute the r-order kernel contribution. Each of these elements of the reduced list of 
coefficients appears |<5(ijf)| times in the summation. We may then define the individual, non-redundant, triangular, r-order 
Volterra kernel in matrix form, as a one-dimensional vector that takes at its i - t h position the value 
[hr]i = 1 ( 5 ( ^ ) 1 - ^ 1 ^ e©fo,) (17) 
The resulting triangular Volterra kernels display the same structure as in Eq. (14) and its length depends on |Q(A4)|: 
A T A T A T A T A N N /J\fl_|_r_1\ 
h ¿iMlhJ-jllN], Ih| = J2 W^OI = E
 r (18) 
r = l r=l \ ' / 
2.2.3. Expansion and compression of indexation sequences 
In cases such as those we have expounded, it is useful to define the expansion and reduction matrices, which enable 
index changes from IJ sequences in Q(A4) to ¡> sequences in T>(M), and vice versa. 
Let reduction matrix Q r for order r be defined as 
3!Qr 1 c,i'-
1 :»<e©fo,) 
0 :»* *©(•»,) V ie£ rAV(e /C , (19) 
This definition allows us to express triangular Volterra kernel vectors as reductions of the symmetric kernels. Thus 
Qr >|XV(A-1)I . i ' a ^ > ' h r = Qrhr 
Conversely, vector reductions can be undone by expansion matrices, Pr: 
1 
3!Pr l©(«fc)l 
0 
: ^ e ©(.,,) 
V ( e C r A ¥ f e £ r 
(20) 
(21) 
: otherwise 
Pr: >iar(M)¡ _ , |T> r(^)ih r = P r h r (22) 
As an example reduction—Q—and expansion—P—matrices for r=3 and M=2 are shown next: 
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> S>3(M) 
[0 0 0 1. 
The defined compression and expansion matrices Q r and Pr display the following properties: 
Q.rPr = I|fir(A-l)|, PrQr = Sr, Srhr = hr, Srgr = gr 
where I|ar(A-oi ' s a n \&r(M)\ x |Qr(A4)| identity matrix and Sr the following symmetry-defining matrix: 
1 
3!Sr stc- l®(¡»í)l 
0 
: * * £ ©(*,-) 
: otherwise 
(24) 
(25) 
For the example matrices Q.3|M = 2 a n d P3IM = 2 m EQ- (23), the identity matrix corresponding to Q.3|M = 2 P3IM = 2 ¡ S 14. 
whereas the symmetry matrix obtained for P3 \M = 2 • Q3 \M = i is 
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• H3(JM) 
These same matrices may also be used when removing redundancy from a matrix that results of a repeated Kronecker 
product. Consider any square matrix B, with elements indexed by a pair (ij). On matrix Z = B[rl® , elements may be indexed 
by sequences ¡>. Compounded by the indices of matrix B contributing to the product that generates a given element of Z, one 
may write the (¡J) element of this as 
z(i,j) = f>(b,[l], b,[l]) • f>(b,[2],b,[2]) •... • f>(b,[r], b,[r]) = f>(*,) • b(f2) • ... • b(*r) (27) 
where tx is the pair (b¡[x], b,-[x]) and i,j e Jr. Z can then be indexed by those pairs, as in z(v-¡,v2,...,vr). Interested readers may 
find this and other properties of the Kronecker product in [16]. We then conclude that there is a symmetry in Z that is 
similar to the one among Volterra kernels: 
{z(t>) = z(vt)\t> = (ti,t2, ...,«r) A t e 05(H)} (28) 
Based on this formulation of redundancy in repeated Kronecker products, we may now evaluate the relationship 
between Volterra and Wiener formulations for the system output in Eqs. (3) and (6). This happens to be the following for the 
r-th kernel: 
hr = F[rl«gr (29) 
When filter matrix F is orthonormal, as it happens for identification based on MLS sequences, its associated repeated 
Kronecker product, F[rl®, is orthonormal too. Hence, its matrix inverse is simply its transpose: 
gr = (F[rl«)Thr (30) 
Since symmetry condition Eq. (28) still holds after transposition, we conclude that symmetries in the Volterra's 
coefficients have their counterpart on Wiener's representation; provided that the filter bank is orthonormal. We can then 
write for Wiener's coefficients an analogous expression to Eq. (16) for Volterra's: 
¡Vi» e ©(HO =» gr[ii]=gr[qc]\ii e XVCM) A IJ, e Qr(A4) A £ e Kr A í e £r} (31) 
This leads to a single, triangular vector form with no redundancy for Wiener's representation, similar to one proposed for 
A 
the triangular Volterra kernel vector h in Eq. (18) and that displays a similar structure to h—Eq. (14): 
gT=fe !&!•••!£] and ^WldMMeWad (32) 
2.2. System identification based on MLS sequences in matrix form 
A
 A 
The proposed matrix forms for Volterra's and Wiener's coefficients, h and g, and their reduced formulations, h and g, 
along with our previous notation, are now used to formulate the nonlinear system identification problem based on MLS 
sequences [17]. This is essentially a matrix inversion problem when the specific probe inputs u are used and the symmetry 
of the Volterra coefficients is exploited. 
Assuming that a discrete, FIR representation is possible for the filter bank, and that those sequences of length M generate 
an orthonormal basis, we may specify the entire, discrete filter bank by row-matrix: 
m0 
n0[0] 
no[l] 
ni! ... mM_1 
m0[l] ... m 0[M-l]" 
... m 0 [M-l] m0[0] 
m0 
m, M= m ••• 0 [ - l ] 0[U]  ; M M T = I M (33) 
m0[M-l] m0[0] ... m0[M-2] mM_-, 
According to the construction of the filter bank proposed in [18] and used in [11], based on successive one-sample 
circular shifts, M displays Toeplitz structure. Starting from one single MLS sequence m0, we then apply circular shifts to 
generate all other rows; the elements of which are m¡[n] = m0\(n+i)\. This causes matrix M to be orthonormal [19], provided 
that the appropriate normalization of the sequences is introduced to ensure that itijitij7 = 1 for i=j. Other sequences may 
exist that satisfy this condition [20], the evaluation of which is out of the scope of this paper. 
The identification of the system under test just requires the computation of |Q(A4)| coefficients of vector g from the 
Wiener representation: exactly those contained in g. To solve the identification problem for those coefficients, we then need 
the same number of output samples y[n] after Eq. (6): 
V = Ag (34) 
For ease of explanation, no gain will be applied to the input signal. This possibility is covered in [11 ]. To derive Eq. (34) we 
start from Eq. (6) and use the expansion and reduction matrices defined in Eqs. (19) and (21) to reformulate the generalized 
convolution: 
y[n]= ¿ u ^ 8 M[rl»PrQ.r (35) 
where 
hr = M[r]»gr 
Matrix A is then 
UoMPi 
U1MP1 
\SX.M)\-1 MP, 
(U 0 M) [ 2 1 K P 2 
(UiM)[2l8P2 
(uWAfl |_iM)Pl.p2 
(UoMf]-PN 
(UIM)[N1«PJV 
(Uicooi-iMf^Piv 
(36) 
(37) 
and can be used to rewrite Eq. (35) as the matrix product in Eq. (34). The |Q(A4)| sequences u¡ make up the probe input 
signal. A simple probe matrix X is assembled from MLS sequences {m¡} so as to form |Q(A4)| lines with M samples per line. 
The individual sequences m¡ are generated from one single MLS sequence m0 as we did before for matrix M. The resulting 
matrix X is built row-wise from sequences m in the way the following equation states. The probe sequence that is finally 
used to excite the system is extracted from matrix X as proposed in [11]. Authors described there how to shorten the 
excitation length attending to repeated patterns arising in X, and reconstruct from the respective system output the output 
that corresponds to X: 
xt=Í2Klk] a n d x T = l*i!x/i -:XWM)|] 
lt = l 
Matrix A, as defined by Eq. (37), can be indexed by means of set 1: 
Sw i,jelAr=\Hj\ 
(38) 
(39) 
The mixed product rule can then be applied to arbitrary column vectors b and c¡ of the same size, with the result 
(bT)[r]»(c1 c2 ® 
•Til Hi 
c r ) = b T c 1 ® b T c 2 b T c r [16]. Consequently, the preceding equation reduces to 
Qy= II X>(qi[k]-tyM) (40) 
i k = i 
Where <5(-) is Kronecker's delta-function. From this we know that matrix A is sparse and its many null elements ease the 
process of inversion to calculate the coefficients of vector g based on y. Further considerations on MLS-based measuring are 
provided in [21], while an extensive analysis on their properties and examples of other sequences that could be used are 
provided in [22]. Once these are computed, the coefficients from the discrete Volterra kernels may be computed from 
Eq. (36). 
3. Orthogonality loss due to DC level 
In most applications involving nonlinear systems, average input level (e.g. the direct current level or polarization level for 
electrical and electronic devices) as well as the input dynamic range need to be appropriately arranged. Operation point and 
input excursion determine the system behavior; so their values must be informedly chosen. 
Dynamic range adjustments in MLS-based nonlinear systems' identification had already been addressed in [11 ] where an 
adjustable gain parameter a was introduced to the input matrix X. On the contrary, no prior contribution has evaluated the 
impact of DC-level. Hereafter we evidence that a non-zero DC-level in the system excitation dissipates the required 
orthogonality between the input and the filter bank impulse responses, invalidating the MLS identification method, unless 
offset effect is somehow compensated. 
Let us assume that a gain a is applied to the input signal, as well as a DC-offset with a normalized value e in relation to a. 
The output of the system is then 
y[n]= J2(\/a)r(un+ef% (41) 
where e is a vector form resulting from the expansion of e by a single-valued 1-vector, and the adjustable gain a must be 
introduced to compensate the effect to the amplified probe defined by matrix M. 
Despite remodeling, one may write output y[n] as a matrix transformation of g, provided that the definition of A in 
Eq. (37) is changed accordingly to reflect the input offset. Let now Á be the biased matrix. In this case, y = Ág 
Solving this equation for g will provide values for A, but not for the non-biased matrix A in which we are interested. To 
focus on A, a biased set of coefficients g may be obtained instead. These must account for the aforementioned biases in the 
excitation signal, and when projected by means of Eq. (36), shall result in a set of biased Volterra kernels h r, instead of the 
expected hr. Therefore, when considering the output signal y[n], the following equivalence holds: 
y = Ag = Ag (42) 
When Á is inverted and multiplied by y, instead of using A, the biased vector h r of Volterra kernels are noticeably 
perturbed. The relationship between h and h can be established if the nature of the bias is taken into account. 
3.1. Biased coefficients and true coefficients 
The input matrix X, defined in Eq. (38), changes due to offset, resulting in matrix X, the rows of which are 
k= 1 
(43) 
The effect of the DC offset, with normalized value e with respect to a, is here introduced by e, the single-valued, 
M-dimensional column vector extended from constant value e. Factor a accounts for the input signal amplitude. 
Arranging the new input sequences Eq. (43) attending to the definition of A in Eq. (39), which contains the information 
about the system input, the elements of the resulting biased matrix Á happen to be 
1 q , M : 
r k + z \m 
Ms 
%[s] i j eJAr= | ty | (44) 
The properties of mixed Kronecker product can now be applied, as we did to derive Eq. (40). Taking into account that 
IJJJM = ljJJ, where 1M is a column vector with M unitary elements, matrix A elements may be rewritten as 
aij = a
r
 n {£+ $^<5(qi[k]-q/[s]) i,jelAr=\Hj\ (45) 
According to the connection between matrices A and Á in Eq. (42), and exploiting the definition of compression matrices 
Q.r in Eq. (20), the connection between coefficients g and g may be formulated as follows, provided that system-
characteristic matrix A is not singular—see [11] for a proof on A's invertibility: 
(46) 
From now on, subindex [X]yz indicates a selection of elements of matrix X. The selection includes those rows indexed by 
y and columns indexed by Z. Whenever the whole set of lines or columns is selected, a dot • will be used. For instance, 
[Q-iSi] 
Q2g2 
_QjvSiv_ 
= A _ 1 Á 
"Q- i g i l 
Q2g2 
_Q.NSN_ 
* » y *-yz 
X = 
]Xi i |X 1 2 " 
*21 ! X22 
*31 *32 
X4I X42 
~ * 1 3 ~ 
*23 
X33 
X43 
*14'" 
* 2 4 | 
X34 
X44 
W = {2,3} 
where y = {1,2} 
2= {2,3,4} 
(47) 
With this notation and the set of partial matrix products in Eq. (46), one may write each of these partial products as 
Qr#r = [[A-1Á].2l(l1g1;[A-1Á].22(Í2g2;-![A-1Á].2NQJvgN]2r. (48) 
where Xr are the indices connected to the r-multicombinations as defined in Eq. (11). Given the fact that coefficients g and h 
share the same symmetry, properties in Eq. (24) ought to be exploited so that when Eqs. (48) and (36) are combined we get 
h r = M[r]«Pr[[A-1Á].IlQ1MT[A1Á].X2(i2(MT)P]--[A-1Á].Ilv(lN(MT)[Nl«]Xr. h2 (49) 
We shall now shed some light on matrix product A Á, bearing in mind that both matrices result from entrywise 
operations. Matrix A is formed from matrices Y^z, where z indicates the order of the coefficients, x is the sequences' length 
with x < z, and t is one of those sequences that results from combinations without repetition of length x and z elements. 
Column-wise indexation is done upon indices Cr (see Fig. 2). The set of combinations without repetition of size x and 
elements from set Z is hereafter noted as SBX(.Z). The result is the following definition for the matrices: 
3!Yf of (l',i) ^ n £<%['< 
n = 1 k = 1 
-q([t[n]]) 
Vn¡eQ(A4), VIJ, eQz(A4) 
te5Bx(.Z), siendo 2:={l,...,z} (50) 
As an example, according to Eq. (50) for M=3, N=3 and t = {1,3} we have that 
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(51) 
Similarly, matrix Á including the perturbations induced by DC-offset term e and arbitrary input gain a may also be 
decomposed in terms of Yf, though the resulting form is slightly different: 
A = aTji'i+aEi 
«
2 Tn,2,+ 
+a2eY{1121+a2eY{1221-
+a2EJ21° 
^1(1 ,2 ,3} + 
+ a ^ Y 2 3 2 } + a W 2 3 3 ) + a 3 e Y 2 3 ) + 
+a3e2Y{13 +a 3 e 2 Yj| ) +a3e2Y{13) + 
+a3E'3]° 
(52) 
where Ez is a single-valued, constant matrix of |Q(A4)| rows and |QZ(A4)| columns, with values equal to constant value e.Az 
times Hadamard (entrywise) product on this matrix is noted by E[zl°. 
Hereby we write the A_1Á product as the subsequent matrices' summation: 
\ = 
' «V,i 
0ÍJ2 1,1 J l 
0 l^3 l , | J l 
_°l7MJl 
•Vll,U2 
«*1.72 
0ÍJ3Í,ÍJ2 
°UMJ2 
A 
"I 
°|Jil.U3l • 
0¡J2Í,ÍJ3Í • 
a 3 I | j 3 | . 
••
 0¡J2¡,¡M 
•• °I .73Ü.7NI 
Cross-order interferences 
DC+gain interferences 
+A-1[aE1ja2E^l°ia3Ef°i- ••] 
(53) 
+A- 'lO(M)lM a 2 e ( Y 2 + Y 2 ) 
a3e(Yf132)+Yf3,31+Yf23i)+ 
+a3e2(Yf13+Yf13+Yf133) 
From Eqs. (46) and (53) one may realize that perturbed coefficients g convey the effect of the original g coefficients 
weighted by arbitrary gain factor a, plus two additional, spurious effects. 
A 
Hereafter we denote by al the identity matrix of size \1\ x \1\ weighted by ar—the first term in Eq. (53)—, where r is the 
order associated to the indices subset Xr. Similar to Eq. (53), the analogous matrix indexed by J and referring to the 
permutations with repetition—expanded formulation—of size \J\ x \J\ will be noted as "I. 
The two additional, additive terms have significantly different natures. The first of these, being the second addend in 
Eq. (53), corresponds in the Volterra domain to the projection on coefficients h r of the true coefficients hr according to a set 
of projection matrices, {KEr}; that is essentially a set of constant matrices relating the DC-offset level e and the input gain a. 
The second (third addend) results in projection according to matrices {I<rri. a n d accounts for the interferences introduced 
by incomplete-order matrices Y^z with x < z. 
3.2. Analysis on DC and gain interference: KE 
From Eq. (49), and noticing that row-wise summation of elements from matrices M (in Eq. (33)), Q r (in Eq. (20)) and Pr 
(in Eq. (22)) make one, we may reformulate sub-matrices KEr and Krr in the Volterra domain. 
Matrices KEr associated to DC-offset level and input gain may be written as 
KEr = M[ r]-P r[a eA-h | I | l | i l |Q1MT : . . . :awewA-1 l | I | l |TN |( i r(MT)[^]X r . 
= M[^P r[aeA-1U | J | i lX l l | . . . |aweNA-1U | I | , l lN l] I r . 
(54) 
where 1X is the all-ones, column vector of length x and Uxz is an all-ones, constant matrix of size x x z. Thus, from matrices 
KEr we may build 
KE = 
MF 
MRU 
M[M8 
MA- 1 
P2[A 
PN[A 
lii. 
h2' 
hN. 
[aE1!a2E^lo!a3ESf1°!-] (55) 
where now Ex is a single-valued, constant matrix of \1\ rows and \JX\ columns, and elements equal to e. 
To compute the contribution of elements in rows KEr defined in Eq. (54), it may seem necessary to compute inverse 
matrix A - 1 from the highly-dimensional, sparse matrix A. Nevertheless, we may avoid this attending to 
[A.z,<LiiA.2iQaJ-jA.aQJd. (Pi[A-1]3 i . )T | (p i [A~V)Tr" |(pN[A~1] j i ,0T = I (56) 
By simply multiplying Eq. (56) on both sides by matrix [aEija^Efkja^E?10 •••] we observe that 
[A.^j-jA.^Qjv] 
MF 
Mpl* 
M™-
i IA- 1 
P2[A 
PN[A 
ki» 
]x2« 
l x N . 
[aE,|...|aNBgao] =\aE1\...\aN1%]°] (57) 
For Matrix 1 in Eq. (57) row-wise addition of the elements corresponding to the r-th column-wise partition of the matrix 
-A.irQ.r—are all equal along rows associated to the same order s, since row-wise addition along Eq. (40) results in 
J2 II ^«5(qi[fe]-bJ[/]) = |3)r(S)| = |iti|r where S = {l,...,|iti|} = {l,...,s} 
Í e JT ' = 1 k = 1 
(58) 
Moreover, despite lacking any prior knowledge on the values for the first component of Matrix 2 in Eq. (57), we deduce that 
this must display the same constant values row-wise. Now based on Eqs. (57) and (58), matrix KE is completely defined by 
KEr — [eriUujjijiiertUix^jji ¡•••|er\U|TrU2:N|] 
where the only unknowns are {ere}. Hence, the inversion problem is reduced to a system of N2 linear equations in e: 
1 1 
2 22 
N W 
1 
N" 
"en 
<?21 
em 
e 1 2 • 
e22 
eN2 • 
• e-iN 
• e2N 
• £NN 
= 
ae 
ae 
_ae 
a2e2 • 
a2e2 • 
a2e2 • 
• aNeN 
• aNeN 
• aNeN 
(59) 
(60) 
3.3. Analysis on induced cross-order interference: Ky 
Axz 
Having disentangled the form of matrix KEr, we move on to matrix KTr- To do so we first define binary matrix Tt . 
Elements from this matrix are all null, except for pairs (¡,/) for which elements indexed by rows nf are all equal to those 
indexed by IJ,, which we select through sequence t: 
A" 
n<5(q¡[n]-q,[t[n]]) si%\=x 
s i l i j j l ^ x Vn¡eQ(A4) 
VCeCz(M)\q,e<Qz(M) (61) 
teSBx(.Z) siendo Z-={\,...,z] 
As an example, for a sequence t = {1,3}, wi thx=2andz=3 for a system with memory length M=3, matrix Tt corresponds to 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 
03,10 1 0,1,2 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oo 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 oi 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 02 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ii 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 12 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 22 
Oioio J 000,001 222 
A xz 
Considering now the product Ar ( , we observe that this equates Y^z since 
^23 
r{l3} = 
[AT t ] u = J2 a(i,q)rt (q,t) 
E 
Vq E ax(M) 
n E <%['<]-q9M) II S(qq[m]-q,[t[m]]) 
= n ^á(q¡[fe]-q,[t[n]]) = 0f(¡,í) 
n = 1 k = 1 
A xz 
Consequently, one may write the third addend in Eq. (53) as a combination of matrices T, 
avoiding A - 1 computation: 
(62) 
= A~1Y*Z defined by Eq. (61), 
»|Q(jV()|JM a 2 £ (Yi+Y 2 2 , ) 
o?e<yf^- r%3)+T*L)+ 2} ' ~ U r J J ' "{2,3] 
13 ,
 v13 , -vl3 +a3e2(Tj13)+Y( 2 }+Tj33)) 
'HIM «
2e(rm+r {2 )) 
,23 ,23 .23 
a3 e (r { 1 > 2 ) +r { 1 ,3 ) +r2 j i)+ 
A "
 A13 A13 
+a3e2(rn i+r ( 2 1+r ( 3 ,) 
(63) 
• { l > - r i {2} -1-^(3}^ 
Once the influence of coefficients gr on gr has been described, we deduce how this reflects in the Volterra domain. 
A xz 
Starting from Eq. (61), and bearing in mind that matrices Tt only display non-null values in elements from rows where 
IHjl =x holds, to derive the projections on Volterra's coefficients one must expand these matrices to index on ¡> e T>(M)— 
partial permutations with repetition—, rather than n¡ e Q(A4)—multicombinations. 
Matrix Y™ defined in Eq. (61) is now re-indexed so that y^z(ij) corresponds to elements Vie Jx—indexing sequences 
¡>¡ e T>X(M)—and V/ e Jz—indexing ¡>( e T>Z(M). Such re-indexation of matrix Y^z is equivalent to compression and expansion 
involving the reduced matrix: Pxr ( IX»Q.Z. Noticing that the following property holds for matrix Y™ 
"
r,r2(MT)[r21® - ^ r r , r 2 
Vie!Bx(Z) E n- (64) 
and that matrices Y™ only display non-null values at positions i, I corresponding respectively to orders x,z; one may follow 
the same rationale used to derive KEr from Eq. (49), to rewrite the third addend in Eq. (53) attending to Eqs. (63) and (64): 
K 
•rr = Iri,J2MS 
vte 
if r+1 (f+2e2 £ r t r ' 
vte vte (65) 
where 7lx = {1,2, ...,x} and 5Br(7£x) is the set of combinations without repetition of size r built from 7lx. 
Once matrices KEr and KTr are completely defined, we may conclude that the connection between Volterra's biased (h) 
and true coefficients (h) is given by 
rh!j 
h 2 
ta = 
i [ 
a i+ 
i 
K E I +K-T1 
K E 2 + K J - 2 
K E J V + K T N 
\ 
/ 
r h i i 
h2 
hjv 
(66) 
4. Correction of the deviations induced in triangular Volterra kernels 
The general expression obtained for the projection of h on h in Eq. (66) accounts for the deviations introduced to system 
identification due to DC-offset and arbitrary gain in the signals used to excite the system under test. 
Unfortunately, the matrix connecting h and h is intractable from a computational point of view, even for a short-
memory, weakly nonlinear system. One may be able to overcome this situation by using the expansion and compression 
A A 
matrices we previously introduced, and focusing on the reduced, triangular Volterra kernels h and h: 
" A 
h! 
A 
h2 
A 
= 
( \ 
A 
"1 + 
I 
^ ( K n + K r i ) ' 
QaOKn+Sn) 
Q.N(KEN+KTN) 
[Pi] 
p2 
I 
r A -i 
hi 
A 
h2 
A 
hN 
(67) 
By focusing on this we obtain the projection matrix connecting h and h, and observe that our previous inversion problem 
involving a large matrix (size |£>(.M)| x |D(A4)|) is reduced to the inversion problem of a |Q(A4)| x |Q(A4)| matrix. Thus, a 
much more efficient correction algorithm is defined when considering the triangular Volterra kernels: 
(68) 
" A 
n, 
A 
h2 
A 
hN 
= 
f 
A 
I 
~ A 
KEI 
A 
A 
KEN 
+ 
_Kri"P 
A 
KY2 
A 
KYN J 
r A -i 
hi 
A 
h2 
A 
hN 
A A A A A 
which we write in the more compact form as h = ( a I+K E +Kr) n 
A 
Matrix KE results from the compactation and triangularization of Eq. (54); staking the following rows: 
A 
KEr = [eriPrl|I,| :er2Prli2 | \-\£TNP/I^J (69) 
constant values erx are computed according to Eq. (60), while vectors p r encode the number of sequences resulting from the 
r-permutations with repetition generated from a sequence qc that is indexed by ( e Cr: 
{3 !pr \pc = 1(5(^)1, C e Cr A ^  e Qr(A4)} (70) 
A A x z 
On the other hand, to derive the general form for Krr we look back to the compacted definition of T( , the elements of 
which are defined in Eq. (61): 
KTr = Irl, J2\ls\ 
A T + 1 >rr+2 
«
r+1e E r, E rt 
BrCKr+i) »r(Kr + 2) 
a N e W r E T4 
vte 
er(KN) (71) 
Partitioning matrix Kr, which had been obtained by stacking together the N-orders defined in Eq. (71), into NxN 
submatrices, each of these corresponds to 
0 %Js if r>s 
A 
KTr,s : (72) asgs-r ^ r ( otherwise 
Br(Ks) 
A A
 A 
In efficiently solving the inversion problem we look for a set of coefficients h that minimize the difference | h - h | , 
without the need to invert the projection njatrix in Eq. (68). The proposed correction algorithm involves two steps. 
Step 1: Subtraction of aberrations due to KE. First, we estimate the average values for the real coefficients estimated from 
theAbiased ones. We know from Volterra kernels symmetry and the properties of the compression matrix Q r that 
l T h r = l T h r . Hence, from Eq. (68) one may estimate the average values for the true Volterra coefficients based on 
liAihi 
^ 
A 
!|£N|hN \ 
l|A|KEi 
1|I2|KE2 
1|£N|KEN 
+ 
l ^ a l ü . + K i - i ) 
l i L j ^ I ^ . + K r z ) 
l iN l(«%v.+K™) 
h l 
A 
h2 
hN 
(73) 
as follows: 
w 
A 
k 
A 
h2 
A 
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en|£ilPi ei2|£2lPi 
e2il^ilP2 e22l^2lp2 
£m IA |pN 
EINI^NIPI 
CNNI-CNI PN 
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a « ^ ¿ I Q S ^ M ) ! ^ ^ ¿ I C J Í ^ M ) ! 
a2 C^SJ2\CÍ5(TZM+I)\ 
a N e w - 1 ^ | 0 , p z M ) | 
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N-2 
aMeM-253lO.02M+i)l 
cr 
(74) 
__o ... 
A A A 
Denoting by h, h, and h the N-long column vectors containing the average values for the true, biased and the computed 
estimates for the true Volterra kernels, respectively, the following approximation may be used, involving the inversion of a 
single N x N matrix: 
h ~ h = (V+W) ^ h (75) 
From this one may subtract the influence of KE from Eq. (68), bearing in mind Eq. (69), and having the estimated average 
values for the true Volterra kernels obtained from Eq. (75): 
b = h W 
p £ l p ^ P Í « 
T\ 
[piT | p 2 T I • • • I P N T ] T = ("I + KY)fi (76) 
A A 
Step 2: Subtraction of aberrations due to Kr. Considering the expression in Eq. (68), only the influence of K r is left. 
A A 
Matrix al +Kr is known to be upper-triangular, with elements on the diagonal being weighted by powers of a. The N-order 
Volterra kernel is associated with the elements of b indexed by 1N. 
Hence, b can be expressed as a function of the expected estimation result as 
«In, 
°|X21.IXi 
°|2ivl,|Ti 
KY1,2 
a2I|i2 
'ffiil.|l2 
KY1,2 
A 
KY2,3 
A "I 
KY1JV 
A 
KY2JV 
«"I|I»I 
r A "i 
h, 
A 
A 
(77) 
Considering the inner triangular structure of this matrix, the solution is obtained through recurrent pivoting (starting 
from the lower-right submatrix, corresponding to order N) and substitution, moving towards the upper rows—lower orders. 
Correction algorithm summary: Consequently, one may compute estimates of the Volterra kernels based on the proposed 
algorithm, despite deviations introduced on the system excitation that are amenable to the combination of a DC-offset and 
an arbitrary gain, attending to the following algorithm. 
Triangularization of each order based on Eq. (20), stack according to Eq. (18) 
•N x N-matrix inversion: good condition number 
• From kernel's estimated average values and Eq. (76) 
lgorithm 1. 
A 
hV(Jn 
A A 
h ^ ( V + W ) ' h 
Í A ? 
b = h - K E h 
hN^5M>N 
for n^N,2 do 
b n - l « - b n - 1 -
fi-i-si*. 
end for 
Volterra kernels correction. 
* T 
[Kn,n 
- 1 
* T 
:Kr2,n:* 
* T 
••'Pm-
. 
l , n ] T hn •KYrfl computed row-wise if M or N demand it 
In spite of our considerations on the correction problem and the algorithm proposed, one may choose to compute the 
true Volterra coefficients directly from Eq. (46). Such decision would imply that a |Q(A4)| x |Q(A4)|-matrix needs to be 
inverted. In most cases this is an intractable problem for most real applications, unless the system order and memory length 
are exceedingly short and uninteresting.
 A 
The proposed solution only requires the inversion of an N x N-matrix, and to generate the appropriate matrices KYS>I.. 
These matrices are not too complex and can be easily computed through a series of simple, logical operations. 
5. Evaluation of the correction algorithm performance 
Multiple examples may be found among nonlinear systems involved in real signal processing applications, which need to 
be identified. In particular, the number of those which require nonzero average inputs may seem small at first, but include 
some very representative examples. In [23] authors list a number of these, including AM (amplitude modulation) non-
coherent demodulators and piezoelectric filters; all displaying some kind of asymmetry in their input voltage range. 
To illustrate our analysis we now consider an example of a digital, nonlinear system matching Wiener's model. The 
selected parameters for this model highlight the effect of orthogonality loss due to DC-level in the input excitation, and 
allow us to assess the performance of the correction algorithm within a controlled scenario. 
While considering the identification of a digital, nonlinear, Wiener system, one may rely on (fully or quasi) zero-mean 
MLS excitations as proposed in [11]; and obtain good estimates of the parameters in Wiener's modeling of the system. 
However, as we mathematically proved in Section 2.2, the results of the identification procedure dramatically change when 
the excitations are non-zero mean—e.g. DC-offset required to polarize the circuit. 
Fig. 3 displays the block diagram corresponding to the digital, nonlinear, Wiener system used in this example. The system 
exhibits a multi-branch construction, involving linear transformations as delays (i.e. z~10) and level attenuations 
(i.e. - 3 dB), affecting the responses of a set of three linear subsystems (i.e c^[m\ c2[m] and c3[m]). For our example, the 
latter are low-pass (c^m]) and band-stop (c2[m] and c3[m]), finite impulse response (FIR) linear filters, the time (a) and 
frequency (b) forms of which are depicted in Fig. 4. Their outputs are then combined (added up), only after traversing a set 
of second-order, memoryless nonlinearities, to form the overall system output. 
By simple inspection of Fig. 3 and comparing it to the general form of the Wiener model in Fig. 1, one may observe that 
our example matches a third-order Wiener construction, regardless of the individual impulse responses of the linear 
subsystems. Thus, we may test the well-known MLS-based identification scheme; and to do so we shall consider a nonzero 
average, MLS-based excitation and check the identification system performance. 
We start with a binary, MLS sequence 63 samples long (shift register order 6, i.e. the impulse responses of the linear 
filters are assumed hereafter to be shorter than 63 samples) and binary levels -0.1111 and +0.1389, which had been 
adjusted based on the sequence length. From this we generate the discrete filter bank impulse responses matrix M—see 
Eq. (33)—and prove matrix X that is used to excite the system—see Eq. (38). To generate the normalized, biased input signal 
the values for the alpha-normalized DC-offset was set to e = 0.3333 and the gain to a = 13.3333. The input average value for 
the MLS sequence was 0.0159, which along with the DC-offset level e produces (i) a nonzero average prove and (ii) a set of 
quasi-orthogonal filter bank responses (no influence of the input DC-offset; only affected by the nonzero MLS sequence 
average value), the outputs of which for the biased prove excitation are not orthogonal. 
The results of the identification and correction algorithms for the example are displayed in Fig. 5. One may realize on 
these the existence of an underlying connection between the biased and corrected results, just as described by Eq. (66) for 
their respective symmetric forms. 
Bearing in mind the correction order imposed by the proposed algorithm, we first correct the third order kernel. In Figs. 5(f) 
and (g) the values for h3 and h3 that are close to their respective modes are not displayed for ease of representation. According 
to Eq. (66) the only differences between the two are an additive constant value and a larger excursion for h3 due to the system 
gain (see Eq. (77)). This is perhaps more evident as we focus on the diagonals of these third order kernels h3 and h3 (see Fig. 5 
(c)). The delay introduced on one multiplicative branches with respect to the other two (see the upper branch in the third-
order subsystem of the block diagram in Fig. 3) causes most of the kernel information to lay outside the main diagonal. 
x[m] 
Fig. 3. Block diagram corresponding to the digital, Wiener system used in the example. 
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Results for the second-order kernel are depicted in Fig. 5(d), (e) and (b). Prior to correction, the biased kernel is affected 
by a constant value and the projection of the third order kernel onto the second order (see the projection matrix in the right 
bottom corner of Fig. 6). This is perhaps more evident on the kernel diagonal (see Fig. 5(b)). Noticeably, h2[m,m] contains 
information from c3[m]. Its contribution is different from that of c2[m] due to the delay introduced in the third-order 
subsystem compared to the second-order one. 
Finally, on the first-order kernel (see Fig. 5(a)) one may observe the deviations introduced by the DC-offset and the 
second- and third-orders, explained by Eq. (66) (projection matrices are depicted in Fig. 6: top left and right for second and 
third orders, respectively); and the result of the correction algorithm. The resulting estimate of kernel h^[m] is very similar 
to c^[m], the impulse response of the linear subsystem in our example, just as expected. 
To evaluate the performance of the correction algorithm combined with the MLS-based identification procedure, we excited 
the system with a 10,000 samples long exponential, swept sine covering the frequency range Q.s/W rad/s to 2£X¡/5 rad/s, and 
used this same signal to excite the identified Wiener's system, with and without kernels' correction. Observing Fig. 7(a) one 
may find a negligible reconstruction error on the corrected kernels. The individual contributions of the different orders to the 
reconstructed signal are depicted in Fig. 7(b). 
The need for the proposed correction algorithm and genuineness of our solution is self-evident attending to Fig. 7(c). 
Comparing the system output (on the x-axis) to its reconstructions (y-axes) on the biased (y[m]) and corrected (y[m]) 
kernels, we observe (i) nonlinear relations for the biased kernel reconstruction, and (ii) an accurate reconstruction for the 
corrected kernels producing a twin output—i.e. driving a quasi-identical linear mapping. 
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6. Discussion 
The results obtained on the example evidence that model parameters estimated without taking into consideration the 
presence of DC-offset are of little use on their own. The reconstruction of the system output based on these is noticeably 
different from the expected, matching the premise of this work. 
When the correction is introduced, the diagonals of the triangular, Volterra kernels become very similar to the linear 
subsystems' impulse responses. An effect for the structure of the system in our example marks a successful identification. 
The results on the reconstruction of the system output on the corrected kernels reinforce this idea. 
When performing the correction, in addition to the estimated, biased, triangular, Volterra kernels, and the assumptions 
introduced for the identification of the nonlinear system, only the values for the input's DC-offset and gain are required. The 
matrices required for these calculations may all be precomputed in advance, provided that the order of the nonlinearity had 
been wisely identified, and that the values of the gain and DC-offset are accurately established. 
7. Conclusions 
Probe's average value and dynamic range have a dramatic influence on MLS-based identification, causing orthogonality 
loss and invalidating the identification method premises. These produce systematic biases on the estimated Volterra 
kernels, which we have formulated in compact, matrix form. 
We have developed a correction algorithm for MLS-based system identification under such excitation constraints. This is 
suitable for highly nonlinear, finite-order, invariant systems and may also be used on nonlinear system's representations 
based on Wiener's descriptors. 
The resulting corrected kernels provide an accurate representation of the system, regardless of the probe input power 
and mean. The fact that the correction algorithm is suitable for non-parametric modeling suggests that the corrected 
identification results may be used for reliably inversion or correction of non-linear effects under constrained excitation 
conditions. 
We demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed method through a comparative analysis of the results of MLS-based 
identification on a digital, Wiener system, given adequate estimations of the system's order and memory. The correction 
algorithm is remarkably less demanding than the identification procedure. For this reason, and the galling presence of non-
zero average in MLS sequences, the proposed correction algorithm should always be used as a complement to the standard 
identification method. 
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